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Ex 1 Choose the most suitable word in each sentence.  
1) United managed to beat/win City in the last minute of the match.  
2) At the end of the play, everyone in the theatre exploded/applauded.  
3) If you want to enter for/sign on the competition, you'll need a form.  
4) The cycling club is doing/holding a meeting next Thursday.  
5) The youth orchestra has acted/performed all over Europe.  
6) I'm doing/going fishing next week. Do you want to come?  
7) The final score was 2 so Rovers drew/equalled the game.  
8) David passes/spends an hour every day playing computer games.  
9) Did you enjoy/please yourself at the folk festival?  
10) We were late and so we lost/missed the beginning of the film. 
 
Ex 2 Complete each sentence with a word from the box.  
 
drop  go  join  knock   live  make  stand  turn  
 
1) Lenny The Fist' smith, the boxer, said he would .......... out his opponent.  
2) Carol won the match because the other player failed to …. up.  
3) The singer asked the audience to …. in and all sing together.  
4) It was a reasonable film, but it didn't really … up to my expectations.  
5) Tom and Sue used to … out together  
6)From my seat, I couldn't … out what was happening on the stage.  
7) The referee made it clear that he would not … for bad behaviour  
8) Peter had to … out of the race after his car broke down 
 
 
 
Ex 3 Match each activity with a place.   
1) Sunbathing and wearing swimming costumes. 
2) Watching elephants dancing. 
3) Doing keep fit exercises.  
4) Crossing the finishing line.  
5) Taking a dog for a walk.  
6) Celebrating someone's birthday. 
7) Riding a ghost train or a big wheel.  
8) Speaking clearly so the audience can hear. 
 
a) a stage   b) a running track  c) a party    

 
 
d) a funfair    e)a circus   f) a park 



 
 
g) a gym     h) a beach 

 
 
 
Ex 4 Match the picture with the description of the hobby and name it. (только поставь картинки в 
разброс) 
 
1) I usually use colour, but sometimes you get a better effect with black and white. It really depends on 
the subject.  
2) I really enjoy going round the shops and markets looking for a bargain.  
3) I try to practise every day, but sometimes it's difficult because I don't like to disturb my neighbours 
too much. And one neighbour gets very angry if I play the same thing over and over again. 
4) The great thing is you can do it when you like. I usually do it three or four times a week either early 
in the morning, or after school. I only go for about 25 minutes but it really keeps me fit.  
5) obviously it saves me a lot of money; and in any case, I hate buying things in boutiques because so 
many things are badly made.   
6) I joined a club because I wanted to get better, and I now play twice a week in the evenings. It has 
helped me a lot and I have a much better memory for all the different moves and strategies.  
7) I think this is a very common hobby for people like me, who have a house but don't have money. 
That's why I started, but now I think I do a better job than many professionals. 
 
a)       b) 

 
 
c)      d) 



 
 
e)     f) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 g) 

 
 
 
Ex 5. Put the words into correct order and  answer these questions. (слова нужно поставить 
вразброс)  
 

1. Do you have a hobby?  What is it?  
2. How long have you had this hobby?  
3. Is it an expensive hobby?  
4. Why do you like it?  
5. How much time do you spend on your hobby?  
6. Is it a common hobby in your country?  
7. What are other common hobbies in your country? 

 


